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Abst ract: In this note, the derivatives of eigenvalues with re
spect to the model parameters for linear damped systems is proposed 
by means of kronecker algebra and matrix calculus. A numerical 
example is also provided to illustrate the use of the main result . 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years , the stability and performance of linear damped systems has 
been widely investigated. In the past, there have been a number of interesting 
developments in responses, amplitude bounds, or eigenvalue bounds for linear 
damped systems. For instance, the amplitude bounds of linear damped systems 
have been proposed in Hu and Schiehlen (1996) and Schiehlen and Hu (1995). 
Furthermore, the response bounds of linear damped systems have been inves
tigated in Hu and Eberhard (1999), Nicholson (1987a), and Yae and Inman 
(1987). Besides, the eigenvalue bounds of nonclassically damped systems have 
been derived in Nicholson (1 987b) . 

There exist various applications demonstrating that an appropriate choice 
of the eigenvalues of a closed-loop system does not necessarily give a reliable 
indication as to the sufficiency of the stability margin since the derivatives of 
eigenvalues with respect to the model parameters may be very large. Conse
quently, the derivatives of eigenvalues with respect to the model parameters for 
linear damped systems are of importance. Furthermore, when exploring the 
dynamic behavior and its derivatives of eigenvalues with respect to the model 
parameters, kronecker algebra and matrix calculus frequently furnish shorter 
and more concise calculations. It is the purpose of this note to estimate the 
derivatives of eigenvalues with respect to the model parameters using the kro
necker algebra approach and the matrix calculus approach. 
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(5) 

Furthermore one has det(2.\i J +B) -:J 0, which implies (2.\i J + B)ai = (2.\i J ai + 
Bai ) -:J 0, \fai -:J 0. Hence we conclude that the matrix [Ir ® (2.\ ;Jai + Ba;)] E 
crnxr has full column rank, which implies that the left inverse of matrix [Ir ® 
(2.\dai + Bai )] exists. Postmultiplying (5) by [Ir ® (2.\dai + Bai )]#L gives 

so that the existence of g~ is guaranteed. By Lemma 2 with (2), one has 

adet(>-7~+.\iB+K) =tr[a(>.tJ;>.;B+K) ·adj(.\IJ+.\;B+K)] =O. 
mjk m,k 

(6) 

Furthermore, it can be shown that 

a(>.tJ + >.iB + K) = 2.\; a>.; J +AI~ + a>.i B + >.i aB + aK 
amjk a mjk am.jk amjk an'l.jk amjk 

a>.; 2 aJ aB aK 
= -a-(2>-d +B)+>.; -a-+ >.i -a- +>.;-a-· (7) 

mjk mjk mjk m j k 

Substituting (7) into (6), yields 

[ 
a>. ] tr -a ' (2.\d +B)· adj(.\I J + >.iB + K) 
m, k 

[ ( 
2 aJ aB aK ) . 2 ] = tr - \-a-+ >.i -a- +-a - · adJ(\ J + .\;B + K) , 

mjk mjk m jk 

which implies that 

a
a>.; = - {tr [(>-I aaJ + Ai aaB + aaK ) · adj (>- I J + >.iB + K)] } 
m jk mjk m .,k mjk 

· { tr [(2.\iJ +B)· adj(.\ I J + >.iB + K)]} - l. 
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REMARK 2.1 The characteristic equation of det[ .A.B + K] = 0 with the assmnp
tions that 

(A 1) B is nonsingular; 

( A2) Both matrices B and f{ can be simultaneously diagonalized has been con
sidered in Prells and Friswell {2000). This is the special case of {3.) with J = 0. 
It is noted that the methodology used in our main result is different from that 
used in Prells and Friswell {2000). Furthermore, even if both {Al) and {A2) 
are not satisfied, our main result may be applied to the system {1) . 

3. Illustrative example 

Consider the linear damped system 

J(M)jj(t) + B(M)y(t) + K(M)y(t) = T(t), (8) 

where y(t) E lR2 is the displacement vector, T(t) E lR2 is the external excitation, 

and M := [a ,8] is parameter's matrix with 1 :S a :S 3 and 0.5 :S .B 2:: 1.5. We 
assume that the nominal values are a = 2 and .B = 1. In this case, from (3.) , 
the eigenvalues of the system (8) are 

At ,normal = -0.2459 + 1.1484j, A2,normal = -0.2459- 1.1484j, 
A3,normal = 0.2459 + 0.5496j, A4,normal = 0.2459- 0.5496j. 

By Theorem 1, the derivatives of eigenvalues of system (8) can be estimated by 

o.A.1 
oM 
o.A.2 
aM= 
o.A.3 
aM= 
0A4 

oM 

[ 0.0762- 0.1128j 0.1524- 0.2256j], 

[ 0.0762 + 0.1128j 0.1524 + 0.2256j ] , 

[ -0.0762- 0.0599j -0.1524 - 0.1198j] , 

[ - 0.0762 + 0.0599j -0.1524 + 0.1198j ] . 
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eigenvalues can be approximately calculated as 

A1 = -0.2482 + 1.144j = Al ,nonna.l + .6/\1 

~ -0.2459 + 1.1484j + ~~~ [ ~~ ] = -0.24971 + 1.15404j , 

A2 = -0.2482- 1.144.7 = A2,nonnal + .6.\2 

~ -0.2459- 1.1484) + ~~ [ ~~ ] = -0.24971- 1.15404), 

A 3 = 0.2482 + 0.525j = A 3,normal + llA3 

~ 0.2459 + 0.5496) + ~: [ ~~ ] = 0.24971 + 0.5526j, 

A 4 = 0.2482 - 0.525) = A4,norma.l + ll A4 

~ 0.2459- 0.5496j + ~~; [ ~~ ] = 0.24971 - 0.5526), 

4. Conclusions 

In this note, the calculation derivatives of eigenvalues with respect to the model 
parameters for linear damped systems has been proposed by means of kronecker 
algebra and matrix calculus . A numerical example has also been provided to 
illustrate the use of the main result. 
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